The Norwegian Suzuki Association celebrates their 20th
anniversary in 2019 and welcomes you to their annual
national Suzuki workshop
21/22 - 25 June 2019 in Geilo, Norway.
The workshop invites children of all ages and levels to
participate. The workshop is also open for students and
teachers who use Suzuki books. The main focus in
Suzuki-teaching is the repertoir from the Suzuki books,
which is fundamental for technical skills. The pieces
are played by heart and the particpants are divided
into groups according to each childs level. We have
dedicated Norwegian and international teachers and
experienced pianists!

The workshop commences on Saturday the 22nd of
June at 2 PM. Lunch may be ordered and payed
directly to the hotel. The workshop offers an extended
course for advanced students from Friday the 21st of
June at 6 PM. The tuition is the same, but there is the
cost of an additional night which includes full board.
The workshop will be arranged similar to previous
years’ arrangement: Playing in groups, orchestra and
concerts, plus master classes and chamber music for
the advanced students. Music theory will also be
taught.
There will be daily concerts, orchestra concerts and a
final concert in the beautiful Geilo Culture Church.
There will also be gatherings in the evenings with
among other things folk music and lectures. On
Saturday evening there will be a barbecue and an
outdoor quiz, depending on weather conditions.
Maybe a ghosthunt as well in the attic, if you dare...
Norsk Suzukiforbund is organizing the workshop at
Geilo for the 6th time, this year at the famous Dr.
Holms Hotel. It is a short walk from the Geilo train
station. Geilo is situated 3-4 hours from both Oslo and
Bergen.
The workshop is enjoyable for the whole family and
many families return year after year. It is a musical
booster for children and young people, as well as a
nice way to exchange experiences and form new
friendships for the whole family. All participants under
the age of 16 must be accompanied by an adult.

Registration form
Deadline for registration at a
reduced rate: March 15th 2019.
Suzukirepertoar Suzuki
repertoire to be played at the
workshop. Orkestra music will be
sent at a later date.
Prices
Deadline for payment: May 1st
2019.
Teachers and pianists
It is possible to book individual
lessons for an additional fee, paid
directly to the teacher.
Norsk Musikkforlag and
Hornaas musikk will have
stands with an instrument maker,
music bookssheet music and
musical paraphernaila.
Dr Holms hotell

Dr Holms hotel The hotel has many
facilities such as a playroom, indoor
swimming pool and a bowling hall.
Parents and siblings who do not stay
at the hotel, but wish to eat meals
there, order and pay for these
directly to the hotel.

Contact for more information:
nsf.sommerkurs@gmail.com
Contact Teacher/ musical
questions
Anne-Berit Halvorsen
Contakt practical questions:
Mette Mesna

